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Omi slandered in his heart: When did you become a workaholic?

Live in an office almost every day? Is the big bed in your Panlong Villa not
fragrant enough?

Also…When did a student break his leg, and his heart ached? Why don’t you
know?

Are you so great?

Then, Omi suddenly thought of some great fables.

I murmured in my heart: Could it be that most of the fables are also imagined like
this?

Omi shook his head slightly, not knowing whether to laugh or cry.

While Omi and Xia Xue were strolling around the campus, the satellite in space
suddenly turned its direction and landed the camera on Omi.

Then, in the dead ground of Jiangbei University, a black watch with a strange
shape shot out a ray of light and made a cheerful sound.
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“Master is back!”

Then, the bionic robot that was cleaning the cafeteria of Jiangbei University, its
eyes lit up with a red light, immediately put down the work in hand, and strode
outside.

…………

At this time, Omi and Xia Xue were still wandering around.

Xia Xue is very familiar with Jiangbei University, she knows almost every place,
and introduces them one by one, especially the legend about Professor Lin, she
will focus on introduction.

Unfortunately, she didn’t know that most of the legends were just made up by
people later.

“Have you seen that pine tree? Legend has it that Professor Lin used to solve
many difficult problems under that tree. Therefore, that tree is also called the
tree of enlightenment.”
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“This is the Xuehai Building. It is said that Professor Lin once conducted tens of
thousands of experiments here, thus inventing earthquake predictors,
carbon-based lithography machines, super batteries, super batteries and other
products.”

“See that place full of many notes? It’s actually the result of being cleaned up
many times. Because that’s where Professor Lin often studies, it has very magical
power. At first, as long as exams were taken, many people I will come over and
pray to Professor Lin to bless me that I can pass the exam. Later, I don’t know
why, it became a wishing place. Whether it is to have a child or encounter a
change in the family, everyone will come to pray and make a wish…”

When Omi heard this, his whole face became extremely strange.

Do you think this is replacing the function of the temple?

“Wow!”

At this moment, a golden streamer pierced the sky.

In today’s highly civilized world, this does not attract much attention.

next moment……

“boom!”

The golden streamer suddenly exploded, causing the whole world to vibrate
slightly, and thousands of dazzling golden lights burst out.

This time, it finally attracted the attention of many people.

Xia Xue raised her head in confusion and asked, “What is this?”

Omi raised his head and narrowed his eyes slightly.

At this time…

The golden light spreads and gradually outlines a golden scroll that covers the
sky and the sun.

Ambilight, dazzling.

In a tall building piercing the sky, a middle-aged man with slightly white temples
slowly raised his head and asked in confusion, “What new technology is this? Or is
it the special power of a certain person?”

“Unbelievable!”

Incredible?



That’s right!

This is incredible even for the highly famous today.

…………

At this time, the golden scroll slowly unfolded.

There are three hot characters as gorgeous as the scorching sun: Fortune List!

[Tenth place: Wang Yao. 】

[Reward: 10-year lifespan, 10,000 physique points. 】

…………

see this…

Everyone exclaimed in surprise.

“10,000 points of physique! Oh my god!”

“Could that be true?”

“Also, 10 years to live!”

“What exactly is this wealth list?”

“Wang Yao, who is this? I don’t seem to have heard of it.”

“Wang Yao doesn’t know? Then you should have heard of World Auto, right? His
biggest shareholder is the Shell Group, and Wang Yao is the boss of the Shell
Group.”

“The market value of the world’s automobiles has exceeded 8 trillion world coins!
In addition, the Shell Group has also invested in hundreds of large companies! I
always thought that Wang Yao was the richest man in the world, but it turned out
that he was only tenth?! The wealth list is fake, right? “

“Wang Yao has now gained 10,000 points of physique and 10 years of lifespan.
This time, the Shell Group will definitely develop better.”

…………

At this time, in a luxury villa.



The gray-haired Wang Yao’s turbid eyes flashed a bright light, and the whole
person felt extremely relaxed.

He clenched his fist lightly, feeling full of infinite power.

He looked up at the sky and whispered, “It turned out to be true!”

…………

Amidst the countless discussions, a few more lines of words appeared on the
wealth of the golden scroll.

[Ninth place: Chen Yuxuan. 】

[Reward: 10-year lifespan, 10,000 physique and 10,000 mental strength, cure all
ailments. 】

Countless people joined the discussion again.

“Oh my god, the ninth place has an additional 10,000 mental power points on the
basis of the tenth place! This is 10,000 mental power points! It also cures all
diseases!”

“With 10,000 mental power, it is absolutely very easy to learn knowledge, and
even, I am afraid it can solidify the mental power!”

“Chen Yuxuan? Is this Chen Yuxuan, chairman of Yiwei Group?”

“Yiwei Group owns a large number of giant companies such as Weichao with a
market value of 5 trillion world coins, Weiyou with a market value of 6 trillion,
Weidi with a market value of 4 trillion and so on. Is this the ninth? I always
thought he was the world’s largest The richest man!”

…………

On a skyscraper, Chen Yuxuan, wearing golden glasses, stood up abruptly.

Over the years, Chen Yuxuan has been working almost day and night in order to
develop his career.

It is precisely because of this that his body is always in a state of overload, and
after years and months, he finally became ill from overwork…

Even today’s medical technology is difficult to fully repair.

However, at this time, his whole body was relaxed and full of strength, and his
mind became extremely active.



Chen Yuxuan looked up at the golden help in the air, touched his chin and said, “It
turns out that wealth can really be exchanged for health and time.”

…………

[Eighth place: Zhang Kang. 】

[Reward: 10-year lifespan, 10,000 physique, 10,000 mental strength, cure all
ailments, level 1 water control. 】

“f*ck! Special ability! Moreover, it is a very rare water control technique! My
God!”

“Zhang Kang, who is this boss? Can someone introduce me?”

“The largest shareholders of Yigou Group, Tianxia Supermarket, Dahui Aircraft,
Yongxin Clothing and other companies are all KING! And Zhang Kang is the boss
of KING!”

“Damn it! The market value of Yigou Group seems to exceed 10 trillion world
coins, right? This can’t be the richest man? Who should be the first?”

…………

In a room full of Zen.

Zhang Kang is kneeling here.

Many people, after they have money, like to spend time and money.

However, Zhang Kang is different. He likes Tao more and more and likes to
maintain health.

He believes that his career has been successful, and he should slow down his life,
maintain health, rest and recuperate.

At this moment, he suddenly stood up.

Some incredulous looked at his hands.

When Zhang Kang looked up, he happened to see the tea cup not far away, his
eyes turned slightly, and he hooked his fingers lightly.

“Wow!”

The next moment, the tea in the water cup actually circled out like a small
transparent snake, revolving around Zhang Kang.



Then, Zhang Kang’s thoughts moved slightly, and the water fell directly into his
mouth.

see this…

Zhang Kang couldn’t help showing a look of joy.

He looked up at the golden list in the air and said, “Perhaps, it is the most
important thing to develop your career quickly.”

After speaking, Zhang Kang strode out.

…………

[Seventh place: Liu Fengbo]

[Reward: 20-year lifespan, 20,000 physique, 20,000 mental strength, cure all
ailments, level 1 fire control. 】

“My God! The lifespan, physique, and mental power increased by the seventh
place have all doubled! Moreover, they have also obtained a rare level 1 fire
control technique!”

“Well! Who said money was useless before? It’s not comparable to those with
special abilities? Now, I see who dares to say that!”

“Fire control technique! The ability I want most!”

“Ah! Work hard to earn money for special abilities!”

“Liu Fengbo? Is that the **** of investment Liu Fengbo? Didn’t he reinvest?”

“Yes, he didn’t invest, he just founded an Internet company called Youkan, a
chain store called Really Delicious, and became the largest shareholder of Speedy
Optical Cable, and the largest shareholder of Miaofu…that’s all.”

“Can’t Liu Fengbo become the richest man in the world? It’s not scientific.”

…………

At this time, in a high-end restaurant.

Liu Fengbo took a sip of wine worth 100,000 world coins.

next moment……

His entire face suddenly became flushed.



This was not because he was drunk, but because his body was suddenly full of
power, his head became extremely clear, all the pain on his body disappeared,
and his whole body became extremely hot.

Then, Liu Fengbo slowly opened his mouth and spit out a wisp of flame.

see this…

Liu Fengbo’s whole face became more and more flushed.

real!

I really have fire control!

…………

[Sixth place: Yang Kai]

[Reward: 20-year lifespan, 20,000 physique, 20,000 mental strength, cure all
ailments, level 2 soil control. 】

…………

In a quaint manor in the center of the city.

A man in a white shirt hurried over and said, “Dad, how are you feeling? Has your
body changed? Do you have the ability to control the soil?”

In the past, when sitting in Yang Kai, you had to scold each other, and don’t be in
a hurry.

However, at this time, Yang Kai smiled heartily: “Look!”

The words fell, and the marble floor in front of him suddenly started to wriggle
like mud.

The man in the white shirt exclaimed excitedly, “So powerful, level 2 soil control
is so powerful!”

“Dad, so you’ve added 20 years of lifespan, 20,000 physique and 20,000 mental
strength?”

Yang Kai still didn’t speak, just patted the solid wood table in front of him.

“boom!”

The solid wood table was broken into countless pieces.



The man in the white shirt exclaimed excitedly, “Congratulations Dad, Hexi Dad!”

…………

[Fifth place: Song Yun]

[Reward: 30-year lifespan, 30,000 physique, 30,000 mental strength, cure all
ailments, level 2 wood control. 】

“Song Yun? Is Song Yun the largest shareholder of the world’s top 50 luxury
goods?”

“That’s right! It’s her! In addition, she not only owns many luxury goods
companies, but most of our daily necessities also belong to her company.”

“Queen!”

…………

At this time, Song Yun came to the door of the company.

Wherever they passed, employees bowed down to say hello.

Song Yun didn’t put on airs at all and nodded in response.

When she saw the wealth list in the sky, she couldn’t help but stop.

Soon, her name also appeared on the list.

Suddenly, there was a faint green light flowing around Song Yun’s body.

After a while, she glanced at her hands, and a different color appeared on her
normally calm and pretty face.

Then, Song Yun waved her hand casually, and a green light filled the air.

next moment……

The lucky tree placed in front of the company’s gate has grown continuously at a
speed visible to the naked eye.

…………

[The fourth place: Hao Changdong. 】

[Reward: 30-year lifespan, 50,000 physique, 50,000 mental strength, cure all
ailments, level 2 gold control. 】



“My God, 50,000 points of physique? 50,000 points of mental strength? How
strong is this?”

“Is there such a strong person in this world today?”

“There are so many rewards for the fourth place. What should the first place be
rewarded?”

“Hao Changdong? Last name is Hao? Is it the old Hao family? If it is the Hao family,
who should be the first?”

…………

[Third place: Zhao Zhiwu. 】

[Reward: 30-year lifespan, 80,000 physique, 80,000 mental strength, cure all
ailments, level 3 water control. 】

At this time, Zhao Zhiwu, with thick eyebrows and big eyes, was walking by the
lake of his house. After he saw the list in the sky, his expression changed.

Then, his mind moved slightly…

The lake shook for a while.

next moment……

A thick column of water rose into the sky.

The dignified woman next to her said in surprise, “Zhiwu, you…”

Zhao Zhiwu smiled and said, “That golden list is true!”

…………

[Second place: Ma Kai]

[Reward: 50-year lifespan, 100,000 physique, 100,000 mental strength, cure all
ailments, level 3 fire control. 】

Seeing this, countless people exclaimed.

“f*ck! 100,000 points of physique, 100,000 points of mental power! In today’s
world, does anyone surpass these two figures?”

“Second place? Ma Kai?”



“Is this the patriarch of the Ma family?”

“My God, the Ma family is a super family that has been passed down for
thousands of years! Legend has it that there were two richest people in the Ma
family 1,000 years ago.”

“No one knows howmuch wealth the Ma family has. It’s no exaggeration to say
that they are rich enough to rival the country. In the end, they only came
second?”

“Who is the first person?”

“Anyone surpassed the Ma family? Impossible!”

“Who is the first!”

…………

In fact ~www.novelhall.com~ is not just ordinary people wondering.

Wang Yao, Chen Yuxuan, Zhang Kang, Liu Fengbo, Yang Kai, etc. are on the
wealth list. The top ten richest people also raised their heads at this time, staring
at the sky with extremely serious eyes. on the list.

…………

Xia Xue, who was standing next to Omi, swallowed her saliva and said
nervously to herself, “Who will be the first?”

…………

Under everyone’s expectation…

A dazzling golden light burst out from the wealth list.

Then, finally, two lines of characters were slowly condensed.

This golden list seems to have terrifying coercion, making everyone who sees it
breathe faster.

“Dong Dong Dong!”

The heartbeat keeps accelerating.

Finally, the handwriting slowly took shape.

[First place: Omi]



[Reward: 100 years of lifespan, 200,000 physique, 200,000 mental strength, cure
all ailments, and upgrade a skill level at will. 】

see this…

Countless people exclaimed and argued.

“f*ck! 100 years of lifespan, 200,000 physique, 200,000 mental strength! How
strong is this?”

“My goodness!”

“Does anyone know who Omi is?”

“I’ve never heard of it at all! Even, let alone Omi, even if the surname is Lin,
there aren’t many rich people, right?”

“It seems that he is a rich man who has never heard of the surname Lin.”

“Does anyone know if this golden list is true? Have those rich people obtained
mental power, physique, and special abilities?”

“It’s true! Chairman Chen Yuxuan, who is ninth on the wealth list, suddenly looks
much younger, and he has a lot of power! That list is true!”

“Who is Omi? Why can he be the richest man in the world?”

…………

Xia Xue looked at the list in the air and said in a daze: ” Omi? Isn’t that Professor
Lin’s name?”

Then, she said again: “By the way, isn’t your name Omi too?”

While speaking, Xia Xue couldn’t help but start looking at Omi up and down,
then shook her head.

Omi couldn’t help but ask, “Why are you shaking your head?”

Xia Xue said: “I think there are too many people named Omi, so it’s too hard to
know who is the richest man in the world.”

Omi said: “It’s not difficult. Because, the richest man in the world is right in front
of you.”

“Pfft!”

Xia Xue smiled and said, “Giggle, you’re serious, it’s really interesting.”



Obviously, she didn’t take this sentence to heart at all.

No wonder she would.

Which rich man is not over forty or fifty years old?

What’s more, he is the richest man in the world!

In addition, Omi just said that he is a student of Jiangbei University.

How can a student be the richest man in the world?

Isn’t that a joke?

Omi looked at her happy appearance, and didn’t explain any further.

However, he knew in his heart that he was indeed the richest man in the world.

Because he just suddenly increased his physique and mental strength, and the
option to improve his skills appeared in his mind.

However, Omi did not immediately choose to upgrade his skills.

At this time, Xia Xue seemed to suddenly think of something and said, “I almost
forgot!”

Afterwards, he said to Omi, “I have something to do, so I’ll go first… You can go
shopping at Jiangbei University by yourself.”

After speaking, Xia Xue was about to turn around and leave.

She thought for a while, and then said, “I’ll add your Weichat. If you get lost, you
can send me a message.”

only chat?

Omi was stunned for a moment.

Where does he know what Weichao is?

WeChat is about the same.

Just when Omi didn’t know what to do, a crisp voice sounded behind him.

“I’m here to help the master scan Wechat.”

Then, a ‘ding’ sounded from the scene.



“Added successfully.”

Omi and Xia Xue looked sideways together.

only see…

A bionic robot dressed in a maid outfit was standing beside him with a smile.

Xia Xue asked, “This is… your bionic robot?”

Omi nodded and said, “Yes.”

Because, he clearly remembered the sound, it was the sound of the super smart
watch!

Xia Xue murmured: “It seems to be the same style as our cafeteria.”

Then, she took a breath and said, “It seems to smell a little oily smoke.”

“Oh, I won’t tell you, I have to go.”

After she finished speaking, she stopped talking, turned around and walked away
quickly.

Omi looked at Xia Xue’s back with a faint smile on his face.

At the same time, he did not forget to watch it with the eyes of reality.

【Appearance: 95】

【Favorability: 70】

Although, only briefly.

However, Xia Xue’s favorability towards Omi had grown considerably.

see this…

The smile on Omi’s face grew even wider.

After Xia Xue’s figure completely disappeared from Omi’s field of vision, he
slowly turned around and looked at the bionic robot beside him.

“Master, it’s such a pleasure to see you!”

While speaking, the bionic robot directly spread its arms and plunged
into Omi’s embrace.



Omi glanced at the strange gazes around him, coughed lightly, and said, “Let’s
find a quieter place and talk slowly.”

“Okay, master!” said the bionic robot.
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